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Summary. In the article the features of financial 
resources and their motion in economy are certain. 
Principles of motion of financial resources in economy 
in the conditions of predominating of financial 
sector above the real are considered. From position 

of approach of the systems investigational process 
of finansialisation economy which stipulates the 
origin of disbalances of motion of financial resources. 
Certainly a role and task of policy is in the field of 
motion of financial resources in economy.
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In the article has been certained the features of 
financial resources in the economy and their motion. 
Principles of motion of financial resources are con-
sidered in an economy in the conditions of predomi-
nating of her financial to the sector above the real. 
From position of approach of the systems the process 
of finansialisation economy that stipulates the origin 
of disbalances of motion of financial resources is in-
vestigational. A role and task of policy are certain in 
the field of motion of financial resources in an econ-
omy.

The aim of the article is determination of es-
sence, features of motion of financial resources in an 
economy in the context of predominating role her 
financial to the sector above the real. The classic eco-
nomic model of circulation represents basic macro-
economic directions of motion of financial resources 
between her constituents (individual owners, finan-
cial market, commodity market, market of factors of 
production, firm). It is possible to represent direc-
tions of motion of financial resources an analogical 
method in an economy between the subjects of her 
financial and real sectors. Certainly, that functioning 
of such sectors (for example, in the context of activity 
them subject composition on absolutely all vital stag-

es) will be impossible in the modern terms of menage 
without financial resources. In theory, separate eco-
nomic relations are characterized by motion of finan-
cial resources and embrace the row of operation. Bal-
anced of financial resources in an economy it maybe 
to regulate by the use of the system of fundamental 
factors of influence on their motion. In a period 
transformation of motion of financial resources arise 
up and the disbalances (disproportions, disparities) 
conditioned exactly by the process of finansialisa-
tion accumulate gradually. Approach of the systems 
to determination of essence of process of finansiali-
sation allows to define separate factors that stipulate 
appearance of transformations of financial resources 
in an economy (in the context of predominating of 
her financial to the sector above the real sector). In 
relation to development of questions of effective mo-
tion of financial resources in the economic systems it 
follows pay attention and to the aspects of financial 
policy in these directions of researches. Forming is 
on effective principles, mechanisms of policy in the 
field of motion of financial resources will provide 
foundation of stability of development of economy, 
will minimize the negative displays of process of fi-
nansialisation economy.
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